**STAUFFER AWARDS 2016:**

Distinguished Alumnus Awardees:
* Anton Simonov, Ph.D., 1997
* Theresa Wen, Ph.D., 1990

Recognition of Excellence in Undergraduate Studies:
* Aaron Esagoff (Chem 105, General Chemistry)
* Lauren Phillips (Chem 115, Advanced General Chemistry)
* Geoffrey Lang (Chem 322, Organic Chemistry)

Undergraduate Research Poster:
* Lisa Kam

Presentation of the Anton B. Burg Foundation Pre-Doctoral Teaching Award:
* Madezhda Korovina (M. Thompson)
* Piyush Deokar (Haiges/Prakash)

Presentation of the Anton B. Burg Foundation Post-Doctoral Teaching Award:
* Kaushik Nanda (Krylov)

The recipient of The Robert Bau Prize
* Shilang Zhou (Melot)

The recipient of the Jay Struckhoff Graduate Student Award
* Nadezhda Korovina (M. Thompson) and Alexandra Aloia (Prakash)

The recipient of the Michael Dulligan Graduate Student Award
* Shayne Sorenson (Dawlaty)
* Rana Akiel (Takahashi)
* Rico Mayro Tanyag (Vilesov)

The recipient of the Kenneth Nobutoshi Wachi Award
* Narin Tangprasertchai (Qin)

The recipient of the William P. Weber Award
* Jotheeswari Kothandaraman (Prakash)

The recipient of the G.K. Surya Prakash Award
* Xingyue (Lily) Zhang (Williams)

The recipient of the Mikhail Vinaykin Award
* Chayan Dutta (Benderskii)

The recipients of the iPIDD Award
* Kim Nguyen (McKenna) and Amirsoheil Negahbani (McKenna)
* Yu Hsuan Lin (Pratt)
For Excellence in Graduate Student Teaching, awards were presented to:
* Buddhinie Jayathilake (General Chemistry for the Environment and Life)
* Golnaz Kamalinia (General Chemistry)
* Damir Popov (General Chemistry)
* Richard Li (Advanced General Chemistry)
* Laura Estergreen (Analytical Chemistry)
* Fang Fu (Organic Chemistry)
* Jitendra Gurjar (Organic Chemistry)

For Excellence in Graduate Student Research
* Bibek Szamanta (Reisler)
* Carrie McCarthy (Brutchey)
* Jeff Celaje (Williams)
* Ying-Chu Chen (Zhang)

Research Impact Award
* Elena Ferri (McKenna)
* Kelly Chuh (Pratt)

The recipients of the Arthur Adamson Postdoctoral Recognition Award
* Amit Samanta (Reisler)